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AVI-SPL is your strategic Synergy program partner. Together, we develop happy, loyal customers who value their JLL 

workspaces. We expertly guide innovative technology implementations that optimize TCO and elevate the human 

experience of work at the same time.

When we align early in client planning, we capture the greatest savings by making crucial technology decisions at the 

architectural design phase. This is how we lock in the most advantageous pricing, accelerate delivery times, and craft 

sustainable solutions that win loyal clients.

Winning Loyal Clients, Together

Executed MSA

Our Strategic Synergy Partner MSA covers the 

Americas, which enables quicker contracting and 

turnaround time.

Avoid Schedule and Budget Risks

Previously dictated timelines mean we must 

remain on schedule. Timely awards of all project 

phases provide lead time that allows us to work 

backward from the delivery date. The AVI-SPL team 

communicates and collaborates seamlessly with 

all stakeholders. Together, we create a project-

specific punch list to ensure project readiness for 

our specifically defined scope. Our size, scale, and 

partnerships with manufacturers lead to preferential 

lead times and avoidance of delays.  

Bench Strength

• 60+ local o�ces across N. America, Europe, and  

 Asia, plus a global network of vetted partners

• 4 Global Service Operations Centers in the U.S.,  

 U.K., and EMEA

• 3,300+ employees globally

• Nearly 1 million conferences monitored each year

Financing/Leasing Options

Our financial solutions reduce the total cost of 

ownership of client technology and conserve 

operating capital. Flexible options o�ered through 

AVI-SPL Global Financial Services include leasing 

and Collaboration as a Service (CaaS). CaaS bundles 

collaboration hardware and software with support 

costs into one predictable payment.

Your Digital Transformation Partner

COVID-19 has changed the world as we knew it. The pace, nature, and 

scale of change are unprecedented. Organizations must act swiftly 

to develop, test, and rollout new hybrid work strategies. Technology 

will be a key enabler. AVI-SPL is ready to help you respond quickly and 

deliver a hybrid digital workplace that connects and engages on-site 

and remote teams.
The Hybrid Workplace Roadmap

https://avispl.com/insights-resources/hybrid-workplace/
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Transform your clients’ business continuity plan into a long-term digital workplace 

strategy that sustainably supports a hybrid approach to work. A hybrid workplace 

provides the flexibility to work productively in the o�ce or at home and gives 

business leaders the adaptability to respond to the next global event.

The Hybrid Workplace
Journey to a sustainable future of work

The new hybrid workplace must:

Deliver a Positive Workplace User Experience

Hybrid workplace solutions include AVI-SPL 

Symphony, our user experience management 

application for collaboration technology. 

• With Symphony, support teams can monitor meetings, manage technology 

devices, and automate routine workflows, from anywhere. 

• Features include monitoring, room control, scheduling, ticketing, and 

analyzing the supporting collaboration technology estate and meetings.

AVI-SPL simplifies the journey to the hybrid workplace by transforming 

temporary fixes into sustainable solutions. We design collaboration solutions 

that represent the future of work, and that can adapt to changing needs.

Deliver long-term 

business continuity

Support physical and 

emotional well-being

Empower employee 

connection

Contact me to get started

Rebecca Meier    

National Strategic Alliances Director 

Cell: (224) 634-5279   

rebecca.meier@avispl.com

AVI-SPL + JLL
Partners in Hybrid 

Workplace Collaboration

Together, AVI-SPL and JLL simplify 

the journey to the hybrid workplace 

by transforming temporary fixes into 

sustainable solutions. We design 

collaboration experiences that 

represent the future of work, and 

that can adapt to changing needs.

We o�er world-class communications 

and collaboration solutions, 

leading-edge designs, streamlined 

deployment, and exceptional 

customer satisfaction. We extend client 

savings beyond cost and time. We 

create new value that leads to happy 

and loyal lifetime clients for JLL. We do 

this by owning the client outcome and 

delivering on our promises.
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